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Preface
The 17th British Combinatorial Conference was held at the University of Kent at
Canterbury from 12th to 16th July 1999. It attracted around 230 participants. The
Rado Lecture was given by W.T. Tutte, and the other invited speakers were S. Ball,
C.J. Colbourn, M. Dyer, K. Metsch, J. Pach, R. Thomas, C. Thomassen and N.C.
Wormald, In additon, Brendan McKay gave two lectures (a special lecture on nauty
and an evening public lecture on the bible codes), and there were about 170 contributed
15-minute talks. The texts of the nine invited lectures are available in [1], which was
distributed to participants at the conference, and a list of the contributed talks and
photographs of some of the participants can be found in [2]. This present volume
contains a selection of the contributed papers, together with research problems presented
at the conference; there is also one paper, submitted after the conference, that solves
a problem presented there.
In addition to the talks, there were two problem sessions, chaired by Crispin Nash-
Williams and Peter Cameron; the Annual General Meeting of the Institute of Com-
binatorics and its Applications, at which medals were presented to Anthony Hilton,
Arrigo Bonisoli, Marco Buratti and Gregory Gutin; and the usual Business Meeting.
Social events included a reception before dinner on the Monday, a concert performed
by delegates on the Tuesday evening, and the Conference Dinner on the Thursday,
held at Leeds Castle and preceded by a tour of the castle. (Leeds Castle is near the
Kent village of Leeds, which has nothing to do with the English town of the same
name.) The Wednesday afternoon was free for sightseeing, and a walk was arranged
along a section of the North Downs Way for those who wanted it.
The organization of the conference was all that we have come to expect of the British
Combinatorial Conferences — which is in itself remarkable, since the conference was
moved to Canterbury at a comparatively late stage, the organizers at the previous venue
having been forced to withdraw through no fault of their own. John Lamb and Donald
Preece are to be congratulated for surmounting this and other obstacles with ?ying
colours. Thanks are also due to Donald Preece for organizing the concert and to Peter
Cameron for editing the research problems, as well as to my fellow editors, Rosemary
Bailey, Keith Edwards, Terry Griggs, Keith Lloyd and Colin McDiarmid, for all their
hard work in producing this volume.
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